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1. Introduction

We prove here an unpublished conjecture of Milnor which gives a com-

plete set of multiplicative relations between the numbers

where C # 1 ranges over complex roots of unity. Information of this type is

useful in certain areas of topology as well as in number theory.

2. Statement of the theorem

Clearly

(A) e'(ζ~1)= -C'e'iζ).

Suppose ζn*l. In

tn-l = Π it-y)

substitute C1 for t to obtain

Cn-Ί = Π C\l-ζ-η),

and then multiply by CM, yielding

(B) e'(CΛ) = Π e'(yC) if CM#1.

MILNOR'S CONJECTURE. All multiplicative relations, modulo torsion, between

the e'(C), are consequences of (A) and (B) above.

The following theorem is slightly more precise.

THEOREM 1. Let Uf

m denote the multiplicative group generated by all e'(C)
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= 1 — C with Cm = l, C # 1. Z,£ί Um equal U'm modulo its torsion subgroup,

denote by e(C) the image in Um of e'(O. Let us, moreover, write Um additively.

Then a set of defining relations between the generators e(ζ) of Um is: For all

C * 1 such that Cm = 1

(A)m e(C1)=e(ζ)

and,

(B)m if n divides m and C*l then e(ζn) = Σ e(yζ).
η»=i

3. Um as a Galois Module

We shall apply the following useful lemma extracted from Artin-Tate

([1], Ch. I).

LEMMA (Dirichlet, Artin-Tate). Let K/k be a finite galois extension of

number fields with group G, and let S be a finite set of primes of k containing

all archimedean primes. Let Ks denote the group of S-units, i.e., elements of

absolute value one at all primes of K not above one in S. Then Ks is a finitely

generated G-module, and there is a G-isomorphism

g( p

pea

Here G acts trivially on Z and Q, and Mp is the ZίGl-module defined by the

permutation representation of G on the set of φ above p.

Proof. Let E be a real vector space with the primes Sβ which lie

above one of S as a basis, and let L : KS->E be the Dirichlet map. Thus

L(#) = Σ$(log | ^ | ^ ) $ , where | |«ρ is the normalized absolute value at φ. From

the Dirichlet Unit Theorem, ker L is the torsion subgroup of K8, and im L is

a lattice of maximal rank in the product formula hyperplane: Σ #φ = 0. G

permutes the ψs and hence operates on E, and we now observe that L is a

G-homomorphism -

= aL(A).

If x - Σ ^ Φ then ΊAX is a G-submodule of E, with trivial action, and
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L(Ks)@Zx is a lattice of maximal rank in E. Hence the natural map

is an isomorphism of G-modules.

If M = Σ s£ Z3β then R ® zM-> E is similarly a G-isomorphism. Hence Q ® zM

and Qt®z(L(Ks)®Zx) = QΘZ(/ΓSΘZ) are Q[GQ-modules which become isomor-

phic after scalar extension from Q to R. They are therefore already isomor-

phic, and the lemma is proved.

We now apply the lemma to Qm, the field generated by all primitive mth

roots of unity. Let Φ(m) = Gal (Qm/Q). If C is a primitive mth root of unity,

Q^ = Q(C + C~1) is the real subfield, and Φ'(rn) = Φ(m)/(complex conjugation)

is its galois group over Q. The cardinality of Φ(m) is <f(m) (Euler <ρ), and

that of Φ'(m) is <ρ(m)/2 if m>2.

COROLLARY. Let Vm denote the group of units in the ring of integers ofQm.

Then Q,0z(VmΘZ) is a free QLΦ'(m)l-module on one generator.

Proof Let S be the archimedean prime of Q. Φ{m) permutes the archi-

medean primes of Qm transitively, with complex conjugation generating the

isotropy group of each. The corollary is now immediate from the lemma.

We require next some classical facts about cyclotomic units.

LEMMA. Let C be a primitive mth root of unity, m>l. (1) (see [2], Lemma

7.3). If N=NQ,JQ then Ne(C) = 1 if m is not a prime power and Ne(ζ) =p if

m is a power of the prime p.

(2) (see [2], §7 and Corollary to Theorem 4) iV : £/m->Q* is a homomor-

phism whose image is generated by positive powers of the primes dividing m,

and whose kernel is U'm^ V'm and has finite index in V'm.

The preceding lemma and corollary yield:

THEOREM 2. As a Φ(m)-module

Here Φ(m) acts trivially on Q, and U(m) is the number of prime divisors of m.

In particular Um is a free abelian group of rank ψ(m)/2 + Π (m) - 1.

4. The prime power case

THEOREM 3. Suppose q=pn with p prime, n>0. Then Theorem 1 is valid
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for m — q. Moreover

as a Φ(q) -module, and e(ζ) is a generator for any primitive qtn root of unity, C.

Proof. If Ci = Cp is a primitive pHh root of unity with i<n then relations

(B)Q yield e(Ci) = Σ ^ W ) , and each τ?C here is a primitive pt+1th root of unity.

By induction, then, (Z?)̂  implies UQ is generated by the e(O with C a primitive

qh root of unity. Since Φ{q) permutes the latter transitively it follows that

any of them generates UQ as Φ(q) -module. Choosing such a generator yields

an epimorphism Z£φ(q)l-+UQ. Relations {A)Q imply this factors through the

quotient, Z[0'(<?)], of ZίΦ(q)l. Theorem 2 above shows that ZίΦ'(q)l and

UQ are free abelian of the same rank, so an epimorphism is an isomorphism.

5. The general case

Let Um be an abelian group with generators Έ(O subject only to relations

(A)m and (B)m. Let Um-+Um be the epimorphism sending e(C) to e(C).

Theorem 1 asserts this is an isomorphism, and Theorem 3 proves it for m a

prime power.

If <;(Ξ Φ(m) we let a operate on Um by όe(C) = e{σC). This is clearly com-

patible with (A)m and (B)m, and it makes Um-*Um a homomorphism of Φ(m)-

modules.

Suppose m has prime factorization m=p?lm 'pT = qi' <7r where qi=pψ

and r > 1. Let m/ = m/qi, l<i<>r. We assume by induction on r that £7Wt -> Z7m̂

is an isomorphism. It follows, in particular, that Um, can be identified with

a submodule of ΰm. As such we have Um = Y^ϋmi^ΰm, which maps onto

The following technical lemma generalizes Theorem 3.

LEMMA. Let Ni denote the "norm element" {i.e., the sum of the group ele-

ments) in ZlΦ(qi)l, and let Mi = ZίΦ{qi)Ίi/ZNi. We have Φ(m) = Π Φ(qd so

M'= ® Mi is a Φ{m)-module. Let M= ZlΦ1 (m)l ® Z[Φ{m)i M', i.e., Mf reduced

by complex conjugation. Then Um -» Um induces an isomorphism Um/Um -> Um/Um

and the latter are isomorphic to M as Φ(m)-modules.

Proof. Let Ψm denote the group of mth roots of unity and Φm the primitive
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mth roots. Suppose m = pnm' with p a prime not dividing mf. Then Ψm = Ψρ»

x Ψmr as groups, and Φm = ̂  x (ZW as sets.

If -η^Ψpn and Cef m , , not both 1, then £(τ?C) is a typical generator of ί/m.

Suppose 77 e Φ^ with 0 < f < ^ , so 77 = 77? for some ^ £ Φ/>i+i. Likewise, we can

write C = C? with CI<Ξ SΓm' since ^ doesn't divide m'. Then from (B) m e(τ7<£) =

)p) = Σ ^ ( ( ^Σ , and each ^ G Φ/,*+I since 771 e Φ^+i and z>l .
p

Now let C'^FI be any element of Ψm. Letting p above range over the

prime divisors of the order of C, and applying the remark of the last paragraph

to each, we deduce easily that Um is generated by the elements e(C) where C

has order Π <?/ for some /c{l, . . . , r). In other words, each prime divides

the order of C to the same power that it divides tn> if at all. In particular,

ϋm- Um/ΰnJ is generated by the images, e(ζ), of £(C), where ζ ranges over
Φm>

Set theoret ical ly, Φm- Π Φgi, and th i s decomposit ion is compat ib le w i t h

t h e operat ion of Φ(m) = Π Φ(qd on t h e g e n e r a t o r s e(C) of Um. T h u s w e

obtain, af ter fixing s o m e C s Φm, an e p i m o r p h i s m

To show that this factors through the quotient, ® Mt , we must show that if
l<ί<r

m = pntn', p a prime not dividing m\ and if ζ e f e , then Σ e(yθ —0.

For ^ = 1 this follows from

Σ e{yθ= ΣΣ

Σ eiyfi) = Σ Σ

Moreover, if ^ > 1 , then

= Σ Σ
ηieΦp"-1 vεψ

= Σ
Here 77! is a fixed solution of (τ?i)/> = τ?i, for each 77!, and, of course, we have

invoked relations (B)m in the last equation. It follows now, by induction on

ny that Σ e(ηC) = 0, as claimed, so we have an epimorphism
Ί e Φ "

M ' = (8) Mi-+ϋm.
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Relations (A)m imply this factors through M = (M'-reduced-by-complex-com-

jugation).

We conclude the proof by showing that both epimorphisms

are isomorphisms. For this it suffices to show that the rank of Um/Um is

not less than that of the torsion free module M, and for this we can tensor

with Q. Since Φ(qd operates trivially on Umi, it follows that Φ(qd, for some

/, operates trivially on each irreducible submodule of QΘzC/m). It follows

from Theorem 2 that Q®2(ϊ7m/£7m) must contain each irreducible Φ'(ra)-

module for which this is not the case. The latter add up to exactly Q®ZM,

and hence rank (Um/Um)^ rank M, as required.

Proof of Theorem 1: If / c {1, . . . , r) let rm = Π qι. Filter Όm by

rτ(J) _ "SΠ 7τ

U m — 2-i Umi
card i = j

Thus
77 _ 77 (0) —» Γ7(i> —j . . . —j JJ{r~i) - . JJin _ Λ
Um—Um ->Um -> * -> U m —' U m — U.

We similarly filter £/m. To show that the (filtration preserving) map £/m -> £/m

is an isomorphism it suffices to show that it induces isomorphisms

The lemma above shows this for j = 0, and that both terms are isomorphic to

a certain module, M. Denoting the latter, more precisely, by M(m), we see,

from the same lemma, that there is an epimorphism

Θ
card l = j

here has the structure of a Φ(m)-module since Φ(mι) is, from galois

theory, a quotient (and even a direct factor) of Φ(m). Since Q<g)z( θ M(mι))
card 1 = 3

is the sum of those irreducible QLΦ'(m)l-modules on which j , but no more,

of the Φ(qi) operate trivially, and since, by Theorem 2 plus induction, Q ® z

(UmlU%+l)) must contain each of these irreducible modules, we obtain, as

above, the rank inequality necessary to conclude that the epimorphisms
-A/T^ /77(-7+1) _^ TΊW Iπ{j+l)

y
card 1=3

are both isomorphisms. Theorem 1 is thus proved,
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Remarks, (l) By introducing a generator for each root of unity, accom-

panied by relations defining Q/Z, we can use Theorem 1 in an obvious way

to obtain a presentation for U'm itself, not merely modulo torsion. It would

be more interesting, however, to study the extension, 0 -> torsion -> U'm -»Um -* 0

of Φ(m) -modules.

(2) One could probably push the above arguments further and describe Um

explicitly as a Φ(m) -module, not just modulo extensions. It is undoubtedly

much more subtle to analyze the remaining part of the group of units, V'm/Um>
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